Abstract-In wireless networks, users share a transmission medium. For efficient channel use, wireless systems often use a Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol to perform channel coordination by having each node announce its usage intentions and other nodes avoid making conflicting transmissions. Traditionally, such announcements are made on a common control channel. However, this control channel is vulnerable to jamming because its location is pre-assigned and known to attackers. Furthermore, the announcements themselves provide information useful for jamming. We focus on a situation where transmitters share spectrum in the presence of intelligent and insider jammers capable of adaptively changing their jamming patterns. Despite the complex threat model, we propose a simple MAC scheme, called SimpleMAC, that effectively counters network compromise and MAC-aware jamming attacks. We then study the optimal adversarial behavior and analyze the performance of the proposed scheme theoretically, through Monte Carlo simulations, and by implementation on the WARP software-defined radio platform. In comparison to the Nash equilibrium alternative of disabling the MAC protocol, SimpleMAC quickly attains vastly improved performance and converges to the optimal solution (over six-fold improvement in SINR and 50% gains in channel capacity in a realistic mobile scenario).
I. INTRODUCTION
A S WIRELESS features are introduced into more and more electronic devices, it is becoming increasingly important to use scarce radio spectrum as efficiently as possible. An important part of efficient usage is the effective coordination of user transmissions. Traditional protocols aim to avoid overlapping transmissions; typical channel access schemes separate users' usage in some combination of time, frequency, and code. As networks increasingly carry data traffic, which is characterized by bursty arrivals, fixed allocation is being replaced by dynamic Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols that change user allocations from frame to frame. In a distributed MAC, each node announces its usage intentions, both to link a transmitter-receiver pair for communication, and to help other transmitters minimize interference. In this paper, we refer to this task of exchanging channel usage information as channel coordination.
In channel coordination, a network user reserves a channel by sending one or more control packets (that contain its channel usage intentions) on a control channel, and then uses the reserved data channel to send its data traffic. Channel coordination is only useful when nodes are collaborative and other nodes respect reservations. In such environments, channel coordination protocols can provide substantial performance gains. In particular, if we use the Shannon channel capacity as our performance metric (as given by the Shannon-Hartley Theorem), we see that when two nodes with equal power levels share a band, coordinating nodes get capacity whereas when they do not cooperate, they get capacity since each node's transmission is interference to every other node. Whenever the band's signal-to-noise ratio exceeds about 2 dB, coordination provides substantial gains.
However, when users are selfish, the Nash equilibrium is to disable MAC protocol and spread the transmission across the entire band [11] , [13] ; such strategy results in the tragedy of the commons, where selfish behavior over-exploits the shared network medium and the users end up performing worse than had they cooperated, since there is no reduction in collisions at the Nash equilibrium.
Even though a MAC protocol is designed for collaborative environments, we study network behavior when a portion of the network deviates from the protocol (while the rest of the network is cooperative). Causes for protocol deviations include selfishness, hardware failures, and malice.
We analyze protocol-deviance in the worst case, by considering the impact of an adversary whose goal is to minimize legitimate-user performance. When such an attacking node can receive channel coordination information, such as when the attacker is a compromised network node, coordination information can also be used to jam more effectively, since attackers know exactly on which channel to focus their jamming power to disrupt data communication. Also, since the location of the control channel is pre-assigned and known to network users, attackers can jam the control channel, thereby eliminating any benefit legitimate users might gain from channel coordination. In contrast to previous work, we consider attackers that are insiders, intelligent, and adversarial. In particular, such adversaries are capable of reacting to legitimate user strategy ("intelligent"), they have the keys of one or more legitimate nodes ("insider"), and their goal is to minimize the throughput of legitimate users ("adversarial") . We theoretically analyze the optimal adversarial behavior. Our adversarial model represents a worst-case scenario; an attacker with equal power that chooses any other strategy cannot result in worse legitimate-user performance. (Against any suboptimal attacker strategy, another algorithm may provide better performance; achieving the optimal performance in such environments is beyond the scope of this paper.)
Our goal is to provide a channel coordination mechanism that maximizes legitimate node throughput in the presence of intelligent jammers. The fundamental difficulty in building adversary-resistant channel coordination is that channel coordination information does good in the hands of cooperative users, because such users will avoid our transmissions, but does harm in the hands of attackers, because attackers will attempt to coincide with our transmissions. In our scheme, each channel coordination message is shared with a dynamically-selected subset of users. We present our scheme in layers: we first present our high-level framework that adopts a feedback-based approach, then we discuss SimpleMAC, the realization of our scheme, which selectively shares each MAC packet. We follow up with a theoretical analyses of legitimate and adversarial nodes; we first study the attacker-legitimate transmitter dynamics in a more general setting (framework) and then in the case of fixing the legitimate transmitter strategy (SimpleMAC).
SimpleMAC consists of the Simple Transmitter Strategy (STS), which uses randomization-based secure exploration and a feedback-based trial-and-error approach to select the group of users that will receive the control packet, and the Simple Signaling Scheme (SSS), which establishes a secure communication link for exchanging control messages that ensures confidentiality against users other than the intended recipients, and ensures availability against Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. With the SSS, a control packet can be received only by the intended recipients, and can be received even when the adversary attempts to jam the message. Against an intelligent adversary, SimpleMAC produces desirable results despite its simplicity; it limits the optimal adversarial behavior, quickly outperforms schemes that do not perform channel coordination (the state-of-the-art secure channel coordination strategy, which is generally adopted in most security-concerned frameworks [11] , [13] ), and eventually converges to the optimal performance.
Our work applies to both single-channel TDMA systems (with an energy-limited attacker, since a power-limited attacker would jam at all times and gain no advantage from channel coordination information) and multi-channel systems (with a power-limited attacker). For clarity of presentation, we present our system as applied in multi-channel systems. Because we model legitimate users as cooperative and attackers as malicious, our protocol must simultaneously allow legitimate users to avoid our transmissions and yet prevent attackers from coinciding with them. For this reason, each transmission in our protocol transfer is sent using Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS), in which each transmission is sent while the transmitter hops from one frequency band to another according to a pseudorandom hopping pattern. Channel coordination information thus consists of the time at which a sender plans to send and the frequency hopping pattern the sender plans to use.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents security vulnerabilities in current MAC-layer protocols and a brief overview of our approach to resolve these vulnerabilities. After presenting the model used in our investigation in Section III, we introduce our scheme, first with a high-level framework in Section IV, followed by a low-level realization in Section VI. Next, we mathematically analyze the performance of SimpleMAC in Section VII and evaluate it using MATLAB simulations and WARP implementation in Section VIII. Section IX discusses the performance of SimpleMAC when all transmitters have equal priority. Finally, we present conclusions in Section X.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT & OUR CONTRIBUTION
A wide variety of MAC-layer protocols have been proposed for various environments and applications. In this section, we outline the security vulnerabilities of existing wireless MAC protocols (where the attacker can jam control messages and can use control messages to jam more effectively). We then give a brief overview of our protocol, which is the first to perform channel coordination in a manner that addresses these vulnerabilities.
A. Threat Overview & Related Work
To reduce the inefficiencies inherent in simultaneous channel usage, most wireless MAC-layer protocols (with few exceptions, such as ALOHA [23] ) attempt to reserve a channel by exchanging channel coordination information. Traditionally, a common control channel is used to exchange channel coordination information among users. There are two important jamming attacks against a control channel: first, the attacker can jam the channel itself, and second, the attacker can use jamming-relevant information transmitted on the control channel (such as when and where data transmissions will take place) to facilitate effective jamming on the data channel.
Our work focuses on adversarial entities. Extensive prior work (including [7] , [15] ) has observed that an attacker can send excessive reservation messages to prevent legitimate nodes from using the channel. Our work is orthogonal; we assume authentication to prevent Sybil attacks and limit each legitimate node to one reservation at a time. Another form of adversarial behavior is channel jamming. Awerbuch et al. [5] propose a fair single-channel MAC protocol against a power-limited jammer that does not jam all of the time. Other papers propose mechanisms to avoid jamming [4] , [14] , [27] but, unlike our work, these approaches are not secure against insider attacks. In other words, when jammers are compromised network participants and thus have access to some of the keys of the network nodes, jamming avoidance cannot be assured by this prior work.
B. Vulnerabilities in Current Protocols
The use of a common control channel, which is typical in currently available protocols, is vulnerable to jamming attacks. For example, in the IEEE 802.11 WiFi standard [2] , nodes use virtual carrier sense in which they reserve the channel by exchanging Request to Send (RTS) and Clear to Send (CTS) messages; these control messages can be jammed to reduce network performance.
Though virtual carrier sense provides an effective way for a legitimate potential transmitter to avoid collisions with another transmitter, the very mechanism that allows them to mitigate interference also allows an attacker to jam every transmission. In particular, whenever an attacker senses another user's transmission, either through carrier sense or virtual carrier sense, the attacker can jam the corresponding data packet.
In addition to carrier sense and virtual carrier sense, WiFi also uses a Collision Avoidance mechanism in which a node transmitting a frame chooses a backoff interval. The node counts down the backoff interval whenever the channel is idle; this mechanism reduces the probability that two nodes will transmit simultaneously. Several researchers have investigated the attack wherein the attacker chooses incorrect backoff intervals [8] , [17] , [22] .
In the Out-of-Band signaling scheme [12] , each receiver sends a very narrowband busy tone whenever it receives data to indicate the channel is in use. A jammer that jams the data channel whenever it hears a busy tone can effectively deny service to receivers within its interference range. An attacker can also falsely reserve the channel by continuously sending a busy tone.
IEEE 802.16 [3] , commonly called WiMAX, uses a centralized scheduling algorithm in which the base station assigns time slots to each user. Since the base station broadcasts control messages, a jammer that knows the location of the control channel can either jam the control channel to disrupt the exchange of control messages, or use the received channel scheduling information to jam data transmissions at the assigned time slots (and frequency channels). In WiMAX, the control channel location is a published part of the standard, but even if it were not, an attacker that has compromised a legitimate node must know the location of the control channel. Furthermore, a node can request and be scheduled for time and frequency slots that it does not need, thus wasting time and bandwidth.
Another centralized protocol is Bluetooth [1] , in which a master device sends control messages to each slave device in the network (called a piconet). In Bluetooth, the frequency hopping pattern is a public part of the standard, but even if it were not, an attacker that has compromised a legitimate node must know the location of the control channel. Furthermore, an attacker can become the master and have significant control over other legitimate users.
MAC protocols that do not perform channel coordination suffer from higher probability of collisions between simultaneous transmitters, resulting in more interference. Thus, a protocol that lacks channel coordination functionality yields lower SINR and therefore lower capacity.
In conclusion, currently implemented protocols either mitigate interference from legitimate nodes by regulating their channel usage, in which case jammers can effectively jam during legitimate node usage, or provide no channel coordination and suffer from increased interference. In this paper, we present the first protocol that mitigates interference from both legitimate users and jammers.
C. Our Approach
Current protocols, when faced with intelligent and insider jammers, will at best reach the Nash equilibrium, in which channel coordination is completely disabled and each message is spread across the entire band [11] , [13] ; this strategy has no reduction in collisions and reflects a non-cooperative environment. In this paper, we study the dynamics between the adversaries and legitimate users and propose and evaluate our MAC-layer scheme that performs channel coordination while mitigating the effects of jamming. Unlike prior work in wireless MAC (discussed in Section II-A), we assume intelligent attackers with insider credentials. In Section IV, we give a high-level description of our MAC-layer framework.
We divide our scheme into two components: the transmitter strategy and the signaling scheme. The transmitter strategy uses prior feedback to select the set of network nodes with which to share the relevant control message; we call this set, which may vary for each packet, the recipient list and denote it . In the transmitter strategy, the transmitter-receiver pair measures the performance of after sending each packet and uses this information to choose for future packet transmissions. The long-term goal for the transmitter is to search for a set that provides the optimal performance. 1 The signaling scheme delivers a control message to each node in the recipient list , and ensures that no other nodes are able to receive the control message.
SimpleMAC consists of the Simple Signaling Scheme (SSS) and the Simple Transmitter Strategy (STS), which are simple instantiations of a signaling scheme and transmitter strategy, respectively. The SSS uses spread-spectrum transmissions for availability (in the form of jamming resistance) and confidentiality (from nodes not in ). STS makes simple and adaptive choices of . For example, (equivalent to disabling channel coordination) represents baseline performance; after a sufficient number of independent trials, any set that performs significantly worse must contain a jammer. Therefore, the transmitter can determine whether channel coordination has been compromised by comparing the performance of the recipient list with performance when . However, since attackers are intelligent, and capable of changing their jamming strategy to attack our transmitter strategy, a recipient list with better performance than when does not necessarily mean that excludes all attackers. SimpleMAC quickly outperforms the case where channel coordination is disabled, eventually converges to the recipient list offering optimal performance, and forces the optimal jammer strategy to be jamming at full power all the time (even though jamming alerts the user and prompts it to stop sharing information with the compromised recipient lists).
Compared to the state-of-the-art, SimpleMAC provides three important contributions: first, it builds on a system model that includes both cooperative and adversarial users; second, its design enables verification of the optimal attacker strategy; and third, it provides performance that converges to the optimal performance, while quickly surpassing the performance of the Nash equilibrium.
III. SYSTEM MODEL & ASSUMPTIONS
We consider an environment with non-idle transmitters (each transmitter has potential interference sources), each identified by an index , a subset of which are jammers. All non-jammers are protocol-compliant. Each pair of nodes share a secret key established a priori. All nodes operate in shared spectrum divided into channels (each with bandwidth Hz), and all channels are subject to equal path loss in expectation. No online authority governs users. The repeated game has an infinite horizon; either the transmission never ends or the users do not know when the transmissions will end. We index the rounds of the game . We assume that each user has technical means to transmit on the spectrum, that the attacker ignores any legal prohibitions against interference, and that there is no way to a priori determine which node is trustworthy. Also, because of the possibility of targeted jamming, we make the standard assumption [21] , [24] that each transmitter sends data using fast frequency hopping on randomly generated hopping patterns chosen independently for each packet. Traditionally, fast frequency hopping is characterized by a hopping time of more than one hop per symbol; here, we only require that the hopping time be faster than the jammer's reaction time.
At the physical layer, we assume there exists a known spreading gain at which any pair of neighbors can communicate with a suitably low bit error rate. Alternatively, we define a neighbor as a node that can be reached using a specific spreading gain. In SimpleMAC, described in Section VI, we use Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) for control communications and Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) for data communications, and we communicate the frequency hopping pattern in the control message.
The communication between any transmitter-receiver pair is single-hop; that is, the transmitter does not rely on a third node to relay the message to the final destination. For simplicity, in our model, each user is a neighbor of every other user. Thus, when two nodes transmit on the same frequency at the same time, those transmissions interfere with each other, resulting in reduced capacity. Our protocol can be extended to hidden-terminal environments by having both sender and receiver repeat each channel coordination transmission, although the details of this approach are beyond the scope of this paper.
Our protocol is designed for unicast data transmissions, where performance affects only the receiver. Therefore, when a sender transmits to multiple receivers, the feedback of a malicious receiver does not affect the performance of other receivers. However, a malicious receiver may be able to induce a sender to choose for all transmissions to that receiver. The impact of this selection depends on the transmission priority scheme, so we discuss this attack further in Section IX.
All users, including attackers, share the same power constraint . The case where each attacker is more powerful than a normal user can be modeled by increasing the fraction of nodes which are attackers.
A. Performance Metric
When user transmits to user , it does so on a frequency channel that varies with time according to a frequency hopping pattern known to user and user . At any point in time, the user transmits on frequency channel . Assuming a flat fading channel with additive white Gaussian noise and Gaussian signals, the channel capacity of the link is:
( 1) where is user 's carrier frequency, and SINR is the effective signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio at the receiver
In (2), is the channel gain between transmittera and receiverb, are the indices of jammers, are the indices of legitimate users, is the power spectral density of the noise, is transmitter 's power spectral density for some , and is the jammer 's power spectral density. Shannon channel capacity is an upper bound on communication rate performance. Channel capacity is a mathematically simple formulation and is tight in many practical environments; existing codes very nearly achieve channel capacity [18] , [20] . In order to separate MAC-layer issues from physical-layer decisions such as modulation and coding, we use both SINR and channel capacity as representative performance metrics in our mathematical analysis. We observe that (1) exhibits two properties that we use in our analysis: it is decreasing and convex with respect to jamming power and monotonically increasing with respect to the user's signal power. Though we use SINR and capacity as representative measures of performance, our approach generalizes to any utility function that is convex in interference power and monotonically increasing in SINR. (In Section VIII, our implementation testbed simulation results show the effective SINR at the receiver, because achieving channel capacity involves sophisticated coding and modulation, and because the instantaneous capacity is strictly monotonic in the instantaneous SINR.)
Channel capacity in (1) serves as our utility function for the legitimate transmitter . The transmitter's aim is to maximize its capacity . As is a monotonically increasing function of , the transmitter will emit full power. To aggregate capacity (which is an instantaneous metric) over time, we compute its time-average. At time , given , the utility function is: (3) where is the capacity measured at some time . In an infinite-horizon game, (3) is replaced by its limit as , where represents the time duration of transmission.
B. Attacker Model
We consider a jammer that intends to minimize the utility function, (3), subject to its power constraint: (4) We assume that jammers collude. Thus, if one jammer knows a user's frequency hopping pattern, then all jammers can make use of that information. Also, attackers know the protocol and can adaptively change their strategies according to the legitimate users' strategies.
We also consider reactive jammers that jam according to their observations on the target signal, in case they do not receive the user's channel coordination information. To counteract reactive jammers, the user can shorten the frequency hopping time so that the jammers do not have enough time to observe the spectrum and jam the used channel. We do not consider the very strong and sophisticated attack of correlated jamming, where an adversary mimics the target signal with a phase offset of at equal amplitude, canceling the target signal. Under this attack, assuming the attacker has at least as much power as the legitimate node at a target receiver, no physical layer can provide any throughput [6] , [9] .
Attackers can choose between narrowband jamming (concentrating its power on one or a subset of frequency channels at a time) or wideband jamming (emitting power across the spectrum at a time) and can freely switch between these strategies. Because the jammer has so much flexibility, we do not consider legitimate user attempts to infer information about a jammer; nevertheless, our approach still converges to the optimal performance.
We also consider the possibility of non-Gaussian jamming, since (1) holds only when all received signals are Gaussian signals. Given a Gaussian fading channel with Gaussian signals, where the overall signal power is much greater than the combined power of the jammer network, the optimal jammer strategy is to jam with Gaussian noise [6] , [16] . Also, the transmitter can make any received jamming signal appear Gaussian by using a sufficiently long Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) code shared only with the receiver. When jammers do not know the code used by the transmitter, the received jamming signal looks like a Gaussian signal by the Central Limit Theorem.
IV. THE HIGH-LEVEL FRAMEWORK

A. Overview
We design our scheme from the ground up without making any MAC-layer assumptions. Our MAC-layer framework con- tains two parts: a transmitter strategy and a signaling scheme. For each packet, a transmitter strategy determines the set of users that will receive the channel coordination information for that packet; this set is called the recipient list. The optimal transmitter strategy will prevent the attacker from gaining any advantage from its knowledge of insider network keys while minimizing interference from legitimate users. A signaling scheme delivers the control message to the recipient list and provides availability (that is, messages are not easily jammed) and confidentiality (that is, nodes not on the recipient list will not receive the control message). Fig. 1 depicts our MAC-layer framework. When sending a packet, the transmitter (1) chooses a subset of network users, (2) transmits its frequency hopping information to , (3) transmits the data packet using the previously reserved hopping pattern, and (4) determines the effectiveness of based on the feedback that it receives from the receiver. While our contribution largely lies in the transmitter strategy in (1) and the signaling scheme in (2), the feedback in (4) is critical for intelligent S selection. The receiver relays the observed channel condition for the round, e.g., signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) in our SimpleMAC implementation. We ensure the delivery of the feedback with the unicast version of SSS in implementation (Section VI-C) and demonstrate that our STS is robust against estimation error in feedback (Section VIII-D).
B. Collision Between Benign Users
Even when the spectrum is used very sparsely, a randomly selected frequency hopping pattern is likely to collide with the hopping patterns of other nodes. Channel coordination schemes are designed to reduce this inter-transmitter interference. When two nodes wish to use the same channel during the same time slot, they each determine which of the transmitters has priority, for example, based on the time at which each node claimed the channel. The node that does not have priority will not transmit at all, so the corresponding receiver will decode random data in this position. However, since the positions for these lost bits are known a priori, a sender mitigates the loss by using channel coding and forward error or erasure correction.
Two nodes may collide when neither node informed the other about its frequency hopping patterns, and, depending on the priority scheme, when only one of the two nodes disclosed its transmission intentions to the other. In our analysis, we assume that the source transmitter has the highest priority for transmission and is targeted by all the jammers. In other words, all legitimate nodes in the transmitter's recipient list will avoid interfering with the transmitter, and all attackers in the recipient list will focus on jamming that transmitter (we revisit this assumption in Section IX and consider the case when all nodes have equal priority). Thus, increasing the number of benign transmitters in reduces the number of potential interferers, increasing capacity.
C. Capacity Expression for Our Framework
In this section, we mathematically derive the capacity of our system when all channels have equal gains and all users emit power uniformly across their chosen channel. Since legitimate users that receive the transmitter's channel coordination information will not interfere, the transmitter's capacity depends on its selection of recipient list . Equation (1) can be simplified to:
where is the noise power in the channel, is the transmitter's signal power, is the amount of user 's power that interferes with the transmitter's signal, is the jammer 's power normalized with respect to the power constraint , and if otherwise
If
, the jammer does not receive the user's channel coordination information and therefore can at best conduct wideband jamming across channels, as described in Section V.
If we further assume that legitimate users not in emit at full power to maximize their own performance, then , since there is a chance that any legitimate user not in will interfere with the transmitter. Then, using Jensen's inequality, the expected capacity is bounded from below by: (5) We use this expression in our analysis.
D. Transmitter Strategy
To make future recipient list decisions, each network user records historical performance data for each packet, including the recipient list used for that packet and the resulting performance. One natural choice for the recipient list is the set that has yielded the best average performance in the past. We call this the Best so far set and denote it with : , where is the time-average performance. When jammers jam at full power, the optimal set is the set that includes all legitimate nodes and excludes all jammer nodes; we denote this optimal set . However, an attacker might choose not to jam when certain nodes are in the recipient list, so may not have the maximum performance for a particular jammer strategy; however, 's performance is optimal in the worst case. Our scheme will converge to at least the performance of , but if the attacker concedes better performance, our scheme can take advantage of the better-performing set.
In order to improve the Best so far recipient list , a sender must explore possible sets from time to time. To reach optimal performance, a transmitter strategy must eventually explore the optimal set. When we do not know the jammer's strategy or the distribution for the number of jammers, the optimal set may be any set, because the attacker may choose to cease all jamming activities when a particular recipient list is chosen. Thus, to provide optimality against arbitrary attackers, a sender must be willing to explore all possible sets. In our framework, as well as SimpleMAC in Section VI, convergence to the optimal set takes exponential time in the average case; however, we will show in Section VIII that we improve over the state-of-the-art within a single round in many cases.
V. JAMMER STRATEGY ANALYSIS
In this section, we assume that the attacker is purely adversarial, as described in Section III-B, and that the legitimate users' transmitter strategies are dynamic and eventually explore the optimal recipient list , for the reasons we have discussed in Section IV-D. Attackers are capable of using a potentially non-deterministic, time-varying strategy to meet their goal of minimizing capacity. Since an attacker's strategy depends on whether or not it receives the channel coordination information, we study both cases.
A. Recipient List With no Jammer
If the recipient list contains no jammers, then jammers do not learn any jamming-relevant information, and thus do not know which channel will be used for the user's transmission. This limits jammers to a much weaker attack, since they cannot use their compromised keys (which enabled them to have network insider capabilities) and gain no advantage from collusion. The only decision to be made in this case is whether to choose narrowband jamming or wideband jamming. We assume that a legitimate user will uniformly choose any of the channels, and we observe that is a decreasing and convex function of . By Jensen's inequality, the expected capacity , under the constraint of (4), is minimized by choosing for each jammer . Thus, to minimize capacity, jammers will conduct wideband jamming when they do not know the frequency hopping pattern, but conduct narrowband jamming when they do have the information. In our analysis, we assume the jammer uses this strategy when it does not know the frequency hopping pattern.
B. Compromised Recipient List
We now analyze the jammer strategy when a jammer does receive the user's channel coordination information. In this scenario, jammers know where to concentrate their power to minimize transmitter capacity. However, in an infinite-horizon repeated game, jammers must also consider how their current action will affect future capacity. Equation (1) shows that jamming with higher power causes more interference and lowers capacity. However, since a user will avoid any set that appears to contain jammers, jammers may not wish to strongly jam the transmission, hoping to reduce the user's suspicions that contains a jammer. If the user converges on a new that contains no jammers, then jammers can no longer influence capacity except by wideband jamming. A jammer may then want the Best so far set to include a jammer by abstaining from excessive jamming.
In the long run, the jammer knows that the transmitter will explore . If the jammer allows another set to have better performance than , then the transmitter will pick , otherwise it will pick . If the jammer's goal is to minimize capacity, they should not concede any additional long-run performance to the sender. Thus the sender will choose , and the optimal jammer strategy will converge to full-power jamming.
Theorem 1: Given the general transmitter strategy in Section IV-D, jammer strategy converges to full power over time:
Proof: Proof is by contradiction. Let and be the time when legitimate user explores . Suppose there exists an optimal jammer strategy that does not converge to full-power over time:
, yet yields minimum capacity. Since the legitimate user occasionally explores new recipient lists (as described in Section IV-D), it eventually explores in finite time . Once the transmitter explores , it will choose its Best so far recipient list , so that the capacity performance is no worse than when . Now let and compare with a jamming strategy that jams with full power after .
. In every time interval, results in performance at least as bad as , because the recipient list in is at least as good as , and because the power used by is at least as high as that used by . Because causes greater interference (power) at least once, results in lower performance than . Therefore is not an optimal strategy, establishing by contradiction that an optimal jammer strategy must converge to full power over time.
VI. THE LOW-LEVEL PROTOCOL, SIMPLEMAC
SimpleMAC has two components: the Simple Transmitter Strategy (STS) and the Simple Signaling Scheme (SSS). Despite the simplicity of the schemes, from which SimpleMAC derives its name, SimpleMAC effectively combats intelligent attackers; it quickly outperforms the case where MAC protocol is disabled (which is the standard approach for securing MAC protocols) and has an easily analyzed optimal jammer strategy.
When selecting a recipient list, we determine the effectiveness of recipient list by comparing the capacity when is chosen as the recipient list to the capacity when the recipient list is empty. In the latter case (i.e., when ), there is neither gain in capacity from legitimate nodes avoiding the transmitter nor loss in capacity from the jammers using the jamming-relevant information. Whenever the capacity is less than or equal to (with some error margin) the capacity when , the transmitter chooses a new set before the next transmission, because the current set provides no advantage over . SimpleMAC does not try to infer which nodes are jammers and which ones are not; rather, it directly uses channel feedback to determine which recipient lists result in good performance.
For example, when node A shares its information with a jammer (but does not cause interference itself), any recipient list with node A in it will have decreased performance, so the STS will avoid such list. Similarly, if node A jams only when node B is also in the recipient list, the STS will avoid lists that contain both A and B. Because we make all of our decisions based on actual performance and not behavior, SimpleMAC is immune to collusion.
A. Simple Transmitter Strategy
In the STS, for each transmission , a legitimate user has three options when choosing a recipient list : 1) Best so far : the set with best average performance among explored sets, as described in Section IV-D.
2) Randomly explore
: chosen uniformly at random among all possible sets. 3) Empty set : . The transmitter always chooses one of these three strategies. The Empty set action establishes baseline performance during each time interval, so that slow time-variance in channel conditions do not bias set selection. The Best so far action, corresponds to choosing the set that yielded the highest average capacity among all the recipient lists that have been tried through time , which guarantees performance at least as good as , since has been tried earlier. If jammers jam with sufficient power , then the set that yields the highest capacity is , the set that contains all the legitimate users and excludes all the attackers. In this case, when the user explores sets occasionally (so that the user eventually visits all possible sets with probability one), the Best so far set converges to , since the probability that has been previously chosen approaches one. The user chooses the Randomly explore action, to search for a set that yields higher capacity than the previous Best so far set. Once such a set is found, the set becomes the new Best so far until the node discovers another set that yields even higher capacity. The more often the user chooses to explore a random set, the more quickly converges to . The STS operates in rounds. For each transmission within round , the user makes an independent random choice among the three options; this strategy of introducing an additional layer of randomness is crucial, because otherwise, attackers can infer the victim transmitter's choice of action (between , , and ) and vary its jamming strategy accordingly to manipulate the performance order of the recipient list. For example, the analysis in Section VII-A depends on this additional layer of randomness. The probabilities may vary with , so that in expectation, round contains transmissions with the Best so far recipient list, transmissions on a randomly chosen recipient list, and transmissions using an empty recipient list. Round lasts for transmissions, and we do not rely on the secrecy of , , . In order to converge to the optimal performance, we explore a user strategy where the user uses the Best so far set more and more often, while occasionally using Randomly explore and Empty set. One such user strategy is: (6) In order to converge to the optimal performance for , needs to be positive. A higher corresponds to greater weight in the use of Best so far set and relatively less sampling of Randomly explore per round.
B. Modified & Hybrid Simple Transmitter Strategy
STS uses a uniform distribution for choosing a recipient list to explore new sets. Although our protocol quickly finds a recipient list that only contain legitimate users and thus outperforms (it takes rounds in expectation), it takes a long time to search for the optimal set for large (it takes rounds in expectation).
To improve the convergence rate to the optimal performance of using , we develop the Modified Simple Transmitter Strategy (MSTS). MSTS is a modified version of STS where we use a deterministic exploration of recipient lists, as opposed to a random strategy for exploring. In particular, we use a bruteforce approach searching large sets before smaller sets. Given the number of users , it first tries (i.e., broadcast to all entities in the network), then explores all possible sets that have users, and then move on to sets that have users, and so on. Compared to STS, MSTS is guaranteed to find in rounds and quickly converges to the optimal performance for large . However, MSTS does not find a jammer-free recipient list for the first rounds, during which period, it has no gain from channel coordination. Therefore, STS and MSTS have a tradeoff between the rate of convergence to and convergence to improvement over . Finally, we define Hybrid Simple Transmitter Strategy (HSTS), which interleaves the exploration approaches of the STS and the MSTS. In particular, in each exploration stage, we alternate between the random exploration strategy of STS and the deterministic strategy of MSTS.
C. Simple Signaling Scheme
In order to send a control message to exactly those nodes in a recipient list, we need a signaling scheme that provides secure multicast, i.e., confidentiality against malicious entities and reliability in the presence of jamming; such signaling can also be used for reliable delivery of the receiver feedback or to facilitate transmitter-receiver synchronization. We make no attempt to improve efficiency (beyond the state-of-the-art) in signaling; because the overhead of a control message is amortized over the data frame, and because we can choose arbitrarily long data frames, we can reach near-optimal overall protocol performance even with an extremely inefficient signaling scheme. Thus, we simply unicast the control messages to each recipient in the recipient list. We provide confidentiality by encrypting messages with a symmetric key, and availability by using direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) using a chip sequence known only to the sender and receiver. In a 50 node network with 20 byte reservation messages (consisting of source address, destination address, and a seed for the hopping pattern), if each reservation covers 100 kB of data (for example, 66 packets each 1500-bytes long), SSS incurs an overhead of not more than 1%, and average overhead of 0.5%. Though the data rate may be higher than the control rate due to our use of DSSS for the control message, we can continue to keep our overhead low by covering more data with each control message, or by replacing repeated-unicast with a multicast or broadcast protocol, e.g., using group-based keys shared by a subset of users [10] . SSS simply requires that each node has a pairwise shared key with every other node to generate DSSS chip sequences.
VII. SIMPLEMAC THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
A. Jammer Reaction to SimpleMAC
In Section V, we studied the attacker strategy under our general framework and showed that the optimal attacker strategy converges to full power, even though an attacker may wish to avoid detection so that the legitimate user will use a compromised recipient list. In this section, we claim that against the STS, optimal jammers jam at full power all the time. The claim holds because are independent of the jammers' strategy; unlike the user's selection of recipient lists, the user's choice of action (B, R, and E) does not adapt to jammer strategy. Intuitively, the sender forms a partial order on recipient lists based on their past performance. An attacker that does not jam at full power can jam at a higher power level and yet maintain the same partial order of recipient lists (or a functional equivalent), which shows that any strategy that does not jam at full power cannot be optimal.
Theorem 2: Against the STS, the best jammer strategy is to emit at full power all the time, i.e.,
if else
Proof: Proof is by contradiction. Suppose that an optimal jammer strategy does not jam at full power at some time; we let be the set of times at which does not use full power. We now show that there exists a different jammer strategy that yields less capacity than while preserving the legitimate user strategy. To find such , we assume perfect knowledge about the recipient list . (This does not mean that a jammer needs perfect information; rather, it shows that even a jammer with perfect information will still choose the simple strategy of full-power jamming, and therefore any attacker should do the same.) will only diverge from when does not emit at full power.
At time , let the two best previously measured recipient lists be and , where is the best and is the second-best. Then either yields higher capacity than or both sets and yield the same performance. We study the two cases separately: i) If , then pick such that . This choice preserves the performance order of recipient lists and thus do not change the user's choice of recipient list. ii) If
, then pick such that its corresponding performance is smaller than that of for small . This breaks the tie between and since . Though this changes the legitimate user's choice of recipient list (because the legitimate user will choose over for the Best so far set), the legitimate user strategy when jammer picks is functionally equivalent to the legitimate user strategy when jammer picks (because when the jammer picks , it does not matter whether the user chooses or ). Therefore, yields smaller capacity than . Since, in both cases yields lower capacity than while preserving the order of recipient lists (and thus preserving the legitimate user strategy or its equivalent), is not optimal and there is a contradiction.
B. Performance Analysis
Under the STS, a legitimate user chooses the recipient list from among three options: Best so far (B), Randomly explore (R), and Empty set (E). We use (5) to determine the expected capacity. Since attackers in jam at full power, as shown in Section VII-A, (including no jammers but all other legitimate users) yields the optimal performance. Thus, the expected capacity varies with time (in units of rounds ) until it reaches the steady state where . The steady-state expected capacity is shown in (7), (7) where denotes the number of legitimate users outside (who could potentially cause interference to the transmitter) and . For the transient expected capacity, and are constant in time, whereas the expected capacity for Best so far varies with time. The user chooses at round if all the previously explored sets contain jammers; otherwise, he chooses the largest set that contains no jammer (minimizing ). The term for the round is expressed in (8) , shown at the bottom of the page, where corresponds to the number of times that the user found a jammer-free set, and are independent Binomial random variables with probability 0.5 and trials , since is the number of protocol-compliant (8) users. We use the theoretical results to support our experimental results in Section VIII.
VIII. SIMPLEMAC EVALUATION
In earlier sections, we have analyzed SimpleMAC theoretically and in a manner that is general and not limited to any particular system design. In this section, we evaluate our scheme in practice both using MATLAB simulations and a testbed implementation on the WARP software radio platform [19] . As described in Section III-A, we use SINR as our metric in this section both because capacity is strictly monotone in SINR and because we can evaluate SINR improvements without needing to make perfect modulation and coding choices that are necessary to achieve channel capacity.
A. Methodology and Metric
We built our implementation on the WARP (Wireless Open-Access Research) software-defined radio platform. We used four WARP boards: one acting as the source, one acting as the receiver, and the other two acting as co-existing transmitters. By using the MIMO capabilities of the boards, we built an environment consisting of one source, one receiver, and four other transmitters , one of which is a jammer . We divided the spectrum into five channels of equal bandwidth 2 . Also, we manually calibrated the antenna locations so that the receiver observes approximately the same power from each transmitter.
For the purposes of our evaluation, we filled the queues at each node so that each transmitter transmits packets all the time. This is not a requirement of SimpleMAC; because the recipient list performance estimates will not be updated during periods without traffic, traffic is always present from the perspective of the protocol. In fact, SimpleMAC works even in dynamic environments where the jammer and competing transmitters are sometimes present and sometimes absent; in Section VIII-F, we show that SimpleMAC works even better in mobile environments.
At the physical layer, we modulate data using differential quadrature phase-shift keying (DQPSK), and synchronize using a preamble which is a Barker sequence modulated using binary phase-shift keying (BPSK). We divide the entire 12 MHz-wide spectrum (centered at 2.452 GHz) into 300 OFDM subcarriers, so each channel contains 60 subcarriers. We send our control communication across the entire band (300 subcarriers). Our frequency hopping scheme is to split each data message into frames of 60 symbols, which we simultaneously send on each of 60 subcarriers in the chosen channel. We hop from channel to channel between frames.
Our transmitter sends random symbols to the receiver, and we observe the decoded symbols at the receiver. We compare these symbols to determine the error rate, and use that error rate to estimate the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver. The expected bit error rate and the expected SINR at the receiver have the following relationship for DQPSK modulation [25] , [26] :
. We also validated our results using a MATLAB-based simulation. Our simulator works on a per-packet basis: for each time slot, each transmitter chooses a recipient list according to the STS, and the channel selection according to a uniform random distribution. Our channel model is an independent, identically distributed Rayleigh fading channel with AWGN noise. We then compute the number of interfering users (legitimate and jammer) and calculate the resultant SINR, which we then use as feedback for the next round.
To analyze the performance of our STS in our implementation and simulation environments, we use the performance (corresponding to the no channel coordination) as our reference and study the performance gain over . This gain represents the improvement over a protocol that does not reserve a channel prior to data communication. We study the SINR gain which is the SINR observed by the STS divided by the SINR when . As shown in (1), the instantaneous channel capacity (which we use in our theoretical analysis) is strictly monotonic in instantaneous SINR, and assuming the optimal fixed strategy for jammers, this relationship extends to the time-average SINR and the time-average capacity in (3).
B. SimpleMAC Without Attack
We first consider the performance of SimpleMAC when all transmitters are protocol-compliant. In this scenario, our protocol minimizes unintentional interference, and the more nodes we include in our recipient list, the better the performance. Fig. 2(a) shows the estimated SINR and reflects a 14.1 dB SINR increase between (no coordination) and (full coordination). The performance under full coordination gives us an estimate of the SNR without interference (when one channel is used): .
C. SimpleMAC Under Attack
We now consider protocol performance under jamming. If the recipient list is compromised and contains the jammer, the jammer can effectively jam the transmitter by following its hopping pattern. Otherwise, the jammer can either choose to jam across all five channels at reduced power per channel, or on a random channel at full power. Fig. 2(a) displays the expected SINR at the receiver in each of the three cases. Including more legitimate users in the recipient list yields better SINR, as described in Section VIII-B. We also observe a drastic drop in performance when is compromised; whenever a set contains a jammer, its SINR is below 0 dB, since the jamming power is equal to the signal power, and other legitimate nodes may accidentally interfere. (When there is perfect coordination among legitimate nodes, the only additional noise is the receiver's thermal noise, so the SINR is very close to 0 dB in this case.) These cases with compromised recipient lists thus all perform worse than when disabling channel coordination , which provides 3.72 dB SINR. Furthermore, wideband jamming is more effective and yields lower SINR for the target transmitter than narrowband jamming, verifying our theoretical analysis in Section V-A. Despite the risk of possibly choosing the jammer, channel coordination is still potentially advantageous. Choosing a random recipient list has expected performance better than in expectation (our computation shows an SINR gain of about 1 dB assuming wideband jamming for uncompromised ). Furthermore, once the STS converges to the best possible set, we can reach an SINR of about 9.69 dB in spite of the wideband jamming, which reflects an SINR gain of 5.97 dB over the baseline performance of .
D. STS Performance in Time
Now that we have established the performance of knowngood and known-bad sets, we study the performance of the STS and explore its convergence behavior. For each round, the STS performs three actions (B, R, E) as described in Section VI. In our evaluation, the jammer uses the optimal strategy (full-power jamming using all available information).
Because our metric is SINR gain, and our baseline performance is the empty set, the Empty set has performance of 0 dB. The Randomly explore action chooses a recipient list at random with uniform probability. Therefore, the performance of Randomly explore is independent and has constant expectation across time. Assuming that the user randomly explores at least once per round, the Best so far performance increases in time and converges to the optimal steady-state performance where , as more sets are explored and the user has more sets from which to choose . In Fig. 2(b) , we plot the performance of the Best so far strategy under three evaluation environments: the theoretical analysis corresponding to (8), our simulation, and our testbed implementation. For our implementation, we also plot 95% confidence intervals, which are not shown for our simulation results because our simulation results included enough runs that the confidence intervals would not be visible. Our results show that the performance predicted by our theoretical analysis coincides with our simulations. Our implementation performance is worse than the theoretical and simulation results because our simulation assumes a perfect measurement of SNR, whereas our implementation infers it from the bit error rate; early in the run, when the number of observed bits is small, the BER measurement can deviate from the expected BER, and the STS may make suboptimal choices as a result. However, in later rounds, this performance difference decreases as the implementation gains better information. As a result, the maximum performance difference of 23% (of implementation performance) occurs at round one and decreases to 16% at round 20 in Fig. 2(b) . We also show the overall (as opposed to Best so far only) performance of STS under our implementation for . The performance of STS overall (including Empty and Random transmission sets) is monotonically increasing in time and begins outperforming the no-channel-coordination option after round one. We will later show that the STS converges to the Best so far performance in Section VIII-F.
E. Control Communication Using SSS
SimpleMAC relies on a robust signaling scheme that can reach each recipient on the recipient list. We implemented Simple Signaling Scheme (SSS) in WARP using wideband communication and Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS), as described in Section VI-C; the decoder is based on an analog correlator. In order to study the effect of spreading gain, we sent messages using three different code lengths: 1 (no spreading and thus, no redundancy), 4, and 16. We sent each chip on a separate, adjacent OFDM subcarrier. To get various signal-to-interference ratios, we fixed the signal power and varied the interference power to obtain signal-to-interference ratios ranging from 15 dB to 15 dB. Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the Bit Error Rate (BER) performance and the signal-to-interference ratio. To show the effectiveness of spreading for mitigating interference, we generated theoretical curves by shifting the "no spreading" result by the expected spreading gain. As expected, the implementation result aligns with the theoretical. When the code length is small, the performance can be slightly better than the theoretical because the x-axis considers only interference but not noise; the processing gain filters both interference and noise, which means that the implementation slightly outperforms the shifted curve. For example, when the code length is 4, the implementation has better performance than the theoretical except between 5 and 1 dB.
F. Simulations With Mobility
We have previously shown that without mobility, SimpleMAC is effective. Using our simulator, we now show that introducing mobility makes SimpleMAC more effective; that is, the transmitter performance increases when it is surrounded with mobile users. In our mobile environment, at the beginning of each round, each mobile user is placed at a random position, and we compute the channel gains based on the positions and a path loss model (with path loss exponent 3) and Rayleigh fading. We fix the receiver's location and choose the position of each mobile user with a distribution such that the expected received power corresponds to unit channel gain; that is, the expected received power is the same in the mobile and static cases. We use the same parameter values as we did previously: , (other than the source transmitter), , SNR (across the entire spectrum)=13 dB. To allow for comparison between scenarios, we normalize all performance to the SINR achieved using a in the static case. We also ran for an increased number of rounds . We plot performance on a semi-log scale to better show the dynamics of convergence.
In each case, we consider convergence to improvement, which shows how quickly the performance exceeds the no-channelcoordination case, i.e., , and approximate convergence, which shows when the system reaches within 10% of steadystate performance.
For comparison, the static case, where no user moves, is shown in Fig. 4(a) (and reflects the data shown in Fig. 2(b) ). The scheme converges to improvement instantly at round one, since the expected SINR for Random set exceeds one (as we discussed in Section VIII-C), and achieves approximate convergence in about 32 rounds and 316 rounds, respectively, for and , for an eventual performance gain of 5.31 dB. We expect that mobility will improve performance for any set because of Jensen's Inequality. Using (2), we observe that SINR is convex in channel gain of other users, so static channel gains are worse than random channel gains when the expected channel gain is equal. Adding mobility thus improves both SINR for any set , including . As more nodes become mobile (0 in Fig. 4(a) , 1 in Fig. 4(c) , 4 in Fig. 4(b) , and 5 in Fig. 4(d) ), the Empty set performance monotonically increases. The values for are shown in Fig. 4 . To show the source of the additional SINR gain, we performed two additional set of experiments, one in which only legitimate users were mobile (Fig. 4(b) ) and one in which only jammers were mobile (Fig. 4(c) ). Adding mobility for legitimate users, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , has minimal impact on the steady-state performance , because they avoid collision and create no interference in steady-state where . However, when legitimate users move, convergence is much faster. In particular, approximate convergence occurs around 16 rounds and 188 rounds, compared to the static case of 32 rounds and 316 rounds, for and , respectively. This increased convergence speed is because the jammers' noise contribution is more consistent and therefore has a larger impact on performance, making jammers more easily identifiable.
On the other hand, jammer mobility, as shown in Fig. 4 (c), results in a substantial improvement of . When , the majority of noise comes from legitimate nodes, so jammer has limited impact. However, after many rounds, approaches , so jammers' interference comprises most of the noise, so improves more than . When all nodes other than the source transmitter are mobile (Fig. 4(d) ), we get benefits from both user mobility and jammer mobility, leading to faster convergence and better SINR performance for all STS action choices of B,R,E as compared to the stationary scenario. The steady-state values show the mobile case having 7 dB improvement over, or about five times as much improvement as, the static case. This yields 95% capacity improvement over the static case. Thus, SimpleMAC performs even better in mobile environments than in stationary ones.
G. MSTS & HSTS
As the network size grows, STS performance converges more slowly. In specific, convergence to improvement over and convergence to the optimal performance of occur in and rounds, respectively, in expectation. In this section, we study the convergence dynamics and demonstrate the effectiveness of Modified Simple Transmitter Strategy (MSTS) and Hybrid Simple Transmitter Strategy (HSTS), discussed in Section VI-B. To demonstrate that our schemes work for larger networks, our simulator uses the parameter set of , , and is deployed in a static environment without mobility. Fig. 5 compares the convergence of STS, MSTS, and HSTS and plots the expected SINR gain of the best so far recipient list. MSTS achieves steady-state performance much more quickly than STS ( is guaranteed to be found in ) but achieves slower rate for convergence to improvement (the transmitter does not find a jammer-free recipient list before round ). HSTS interleaves the exploration approaches of STS and MSTS in each round and simultaneously provides fast convergence to (within ) and fast convergence to improvement (one round in expectation). 
IX. ALTERNATIVE TRANSMISSION PRIORITIES
In Section IV-B, we considered a single user that has the highest priority for transmission on the channel, so all other legitimate users will avoid that node's transmissions, and we calculate the performance improvement of that node. In this section, we consider nodes that have equal priority. At the steadystate where for all legitimate users, and when all users have equal priority, each user will defer a fraction of its slots, where where is the probability that other users are transmitting on the same channel and has a binomial distribution with parameters of trials and probability. To evaluate SimpleMAC's performance in this egalitarian regime, we multiply the previous performance measurements by a factor of . Since our simulations with mobility in Section VIII showed a capacity gain (over disabling MAC) of 112% for a single priority node, we observe a capacity gain of 56% when all nodes have equal priority. Similarly, without mobility, the capacity gain over baseline strategy is 51% with equal priority among all nodes.
Transmission priorities also affect how a node performs with a malicious receiver. If a malicious receiver forces a legitimate transmitter to send with , then the probability that any other node collides with transmitter increases. In the worst case scenario, if transmitter has absolute priority and is always transmitting, then operates as a narrowband jammer. However, we can also consider the class of transmission priority schemes in which reserved channels always take priority over unreserved channels; under such schemes, in the steady-state, transmitter will always defer to transmissions of other nodes, actually increasing the performance of other nodes. A more complete analysis of transmission priority schemes and malicious receivers is beyond the scope of this paper.
X. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces SimpleMAC, a MAC protocol that provides effective channel coordination to minimize interference among coexisting transmitters while simultaneously resisting jammers that use channel coordination information to jam more effectively. SimpleMAC avoids control channel jamming and limits jamming-relevant information to a recipient list, adjusting the recipient list to optimize performance. SimpleMAC converges to the optimal performance and forces an optimal jammer to always jam at full power. We theoretically studied the behaviors of intelligent attackers and analyzed the effectiveness of our scheme through theory, simulation, and implementation. In comparison to the Nash equilibrium solution of disabling the MAC protocol, we observed over 570% increase in SINR and over 50% increase in channel capacity gain in a realistic mobile environment.
